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FC Considers Adding Football

What's
Ins5d®

By Kevin Boylan, Jr.

Letters
A presidential letter to
college students, and
a response.
See page 6

Profile
Senior Joseph Albitar
explores the future of
Kuwait.
See page 7

Defense
•f

Self Defense lecture
gives information on
what you can do to
increase your safety.
See page 9

The question of whether the College is going to get a football team
is an undecided issue. According to Mel Patton, Vice President of
Business and Finance, the earliest the College could possibly accom
modate a team is in the fall of 1992. However, the College's success
in building a team will depend on whether its student center proposal
is funded. Without the center, Pation said, no current
facilities could house the team.
Patton said the primary reason the College would
MIDTERMS ARE COMING!
consider a football team is for its recruitment benefits.
MIDTERMS ARE COMING!
“There is only one reason that a Division III school would
consider adding a football team—to aid in recruiting
Colleen McCabe, a
students,” Patton said. “Football can generate far more
freshman resident of St.
students than any other sport.”
Joseph's Hall, mentally
If a football program is implemented, Patton said it
prepares herself for the
would mean 50 new recruits, predominantly from the met
upcoming
midterm
ropolitan St. Louis area. He said the revenue generated
season, which officially
from these new students would be more than enough to
begins March 6.
cover the initial cost of a football team.
According to Patton, income would exceed expenses
by $200,000 to $300,000. The primary reason the cost
would be so low is that the school would not be building,
or adding anything to what it already has to accommodate
the new sport
Patton said if everything goes well, a new team would
Photo by Zoe Clover
hold its practices at Forest Park and play its home games
at SL Louis University High School. The major portion of
the expenses will come from simply equipping the team.

New section lists
upcoming campus
activities.
Seepages

News
in
Brief
Public Relations
The Fontbonne Magazine covers won
an Award of Merit in the Communications
Visual Design I Periodical Cover Design
category in the Council for Advancement
and Support of Education Mid-America
District VI1989-90 Awards Competition.
Jessica Johnson, director, attended the
annual convention held this year in Kansas
City to receive the award.

Library News
“The Struggle is My Life,” by Nelson
Mandela, is the featured book for Black
History Month. It was published just eight
weeks after Mandela’ s release from Victor
Verster Prison. According to the publisher,
its release “is intended to contribute both to
the celebrations throughout the world at
the release of Mandela and to the call by the
international community and the people of
South Africa for the release of all political
prisoners in that country.”

See Football, page 4

New Vice President Sets High Goals
By Larry Ley

Calendar

The students coming to the College because of the new team also
could help fill gaps in some of its less-populated areas of study.
However, as Patton estimates that 30 percent of the new students
would want to live on campus, the College’s residence hall space
creates another concern. But Patton speculates that if a team is
added, the demand for on-campus housing could force the College
to re-occupy Washington Hall.
_
...

There is a new face
among the College’s admin
istrative staff. Alan E.
Adams joins the FC staff as
Vice President for Institu
tional Advancement; he
replaces Tom Yahraes.
Adams has a bachelor’s
degree in music education
from the State University
of New York, Potsdam and
a master’s degree in music
performance from Illinois
Wesleyan University. He
Adams
Photo Courtesy of FC
also has published numer
Public Relations
ous articles and reviews on
music and the performing
arts, and is listed in the International Who’s Who in Music.
In addition, Adams has performed and recorded with the Robert
Shaw Chorale, the Norman Luboff Choir, and anumber of orchestras
and choral organizations under conductors Leonard Bernstein, Seiji
Ozawa, Leopold Stokowski and Nadia Boulanger.
Adams first visited the College in 1986, whilecompleting freelance
work for the Development Dynamics Group, a consulting and man
agement firm that coordinates fund raising programs for non-profit
organizations and institutions. Adams later served as its executive
vice president. He said the visit gave him a very positive impression
of the College, but that he’s even more impressed now.
“I have a better impression now than [I had with] my first
impression,” he said. “I think the people here—the administration,
staff, faculty, students—are part of a very special community and
I’m just proud to be a part of it.”
As Vice President of Institutional Advancement, Adams’ duties
include supervising and directing alumni relations, college rela
tions, public relations and annual fund programs.
Adams said he plans to draw on his past work experience to aid
him in at the College. Having served 12 years as executive director
of Phi Mu Alpha, the professional fraternity of music, Adams has
had the opportunity to visit the campuses of many colleges and
universities. He said he understands what alumni like to know about
their alma mater.
Adams also believes his time spent as dean of students at Balti
more's John Hopkins University will be helpful to him.
“It has sensitized me to the things that have to [occur] on a campus

in order to create a ‘staying’ environment—in order for the student
to walk across the stage, take their diploma in hand, walk away and
feel good about the experience they have had.” Adams said he is
not only speaking of a student’s academic experience, but about
the student's entire college experience as well.
Adams said his work experience with the Development Dynam
ics Group has helped him understand the sophisticated processes
that must be in place in order for a college to “grow” an annual
giving program.
Adams has several goals he intends to pursue. He said his prime
responsibility will be the annual fund. He would like to draw clear
distinctions in the minds of donors between dependable annual and
the immediate and specific needs of a capital campaign. As for the
annual giving program, Adams hopes to implement a more per
sonal approach.
“My goal will be to involve the largest possible number of
alumni in [financially supporting the College.] Not necessarily
with large numbers of dollars, but to build that very broad founda
tion that other fund raising avenues depend on.
“While I wouldn’t turn down a $100,000 gift, I’m also inter
ested in seeing a thousand $ 100 donors. It’s that degree of partici
pation that’s important,” Adams said.
Another of his goals is in the area of communications. Adams
said he would like to see the College’s “story” get out to a broader
local and national audience. He admits there is an ulterior motive
for getting the story out—the more the public is aware of the
College’s successes and achievements, the greater the potential for

See Adams, page 4

Alarms Sound in Library
Clayton Fire Department responded to an automatic fire
alarm that sounded in the FC Library Jan. 22 shortly after 10 p.m.
The Library was unoccupied at the time.
Joe Bardot, Director of Physical Plant, said a malfunction in the
library heating unit set off the alarm system. The malfunctioning
computer controls permitted the building’s heat to remain on
despite fans shutting off. This caused the unit to overheat
“The unit was really hot but there were no flames; it was just
a matter of getting the power shut off to the unit” Bardot said.
Damages were limited to the heating unit and some controls and
wiring. Bardot said the fire department was on the scene for two
hours to assist in the removal of smoke and odors from the build
ing.
The Library was without heat for a day while repairs were being
made to the damaged heating unit.
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Events

Reminders

Back to School
Across the snowy parking lot you could
hear the music from the Cafe. Students
dancing, talking and drinking to start off the
semester. DJ TKO Service provided the
music, which rocked the Cafe at the semi
annual “Back to School” dance Jan. 28.
Fog from a machine enveloped the Cafe,
making it difficult for students to see whom
they were dancing next to, but according to
sophomore Dennis Moore, “I loved the
fog... from a distance.”
Senior Allison Light agreed, but added,
“In all honesty, it burned my eyes.”
Dance organizer, Patti Olson, said she
felt there was a good turnout, despite the
weather. “The cafe was packed and every
one had a really good time,” Olson said.
Senior Rochelle White said although
walking conditions were treacherous, the
evening still was enjoyable. “I fell, but
once I got inside the dance, I had a great
time,” said White.

Prejudice Speaker
A World of Difference speaker Mary
Webber lectured to a small but receptive
audience Feb. 6 in the Lewis Room.
“We have to work terribly hard if we
want to make any progress,” Webber said,
as she spoke about religious, racial and
ethnic prejudice.
A World of Difference is a prejudice
awareness and reduction campaign launched
by the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai
B’rith. In conjunction with the Post-Dis
patch, channel 4 KMOV-TV, the Urban
League of Metropolitan St. Louis, the
Danforth Foundation and various schools,
businesses, elected officials and non-profit
organizations, A World of Difference cre
ates a highly visible, intensive campaign to
reduce prejudice.
The College will be hosting a prejudice
workshop with Webber, April 13 from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Lewis Room.

Financial Aid
Forms
ANDTHE WINNER IS: sophomore Julie
Daniels draws a lucky winner for a
door-prize at the “Back to School’
dance, Jan. 28. Sophomore Carol
Puetz prepares her best Don Pardo
imitation.

Upcoming Events
Charity Ball
Put on your dancing shoes andbrush up
those talentacts because it’s almost time for
FC’s Annual Charity Ball, sponsored by
the SGA. The event will take place March
15 in the Arnold Memorial Center. The
talent show will begin at 7 p.m. followed
by dancing at 9 p.m.
Music will be provided by D. J. TKO, and
food will be catered by Schmiezing's
Millbrook Cafe. All of the fun, food and
frolic costs but $5 and is payable at the door.
This year, FC has chosen The Children’s
Home Society of St. Louis as its charity. All
money collected at the Charity Ball will go
directly to the Children's Home Society.
On March 13, the Children’s Home Society
is providing a speaker to explain the serv
ices that their agency provides. A video
also will be shown. The meeting will be
held at 11:30 a.m. in the AMC.
Sophomore Patty Olsen, chairperson of
the ball’s planning committee, said 150 to
200 attended the semi-formal ball last year,
and that the committee is hoping to increase
attendance this year.
She admitted toa slight hitch in planning
the menu for the ball because, “it is on a
Friday night and no [Catholics] can eat
meat, so details on the food will follow
later.”

Sear’s-Roebuck Foundation
To Distinguish FC Teacher
By Cynthia Smith
On April 22, at the Honor’s Convoca
tion, FC will select one of its faculty for the
“Distinguished Teacher Award,” sponsored
by the Sear’s-Roebuck Foundation's Teach
ing Excellence and Campus Leadership
Award Program.
The awards are intended to encourage
excellence in teaching and campus leader
ship among faculty of private undergradu
ate institutions. Dr. Mary Abkemeier, last
year’s winner, said, “It was an honor to win.
I felt truly appreciated!”
The distinguished teacher will be given a
$1,000 grant and the institution will be
given a grant between $500 and $ 1,500, de
pending upon the number of full-time stu
dents enrolled. The institutional grant is to
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be used for educational enrichment pro
grams. The institution is required to file a
report indicating for what purpose the
money was used.
The process by which the "Distinguished
Teacher" is selected is comprehensive, al
though the institution forms its own set of
criteria. Last year, the College formed a
committee composed of three faculty
members, three students and two recent
graduates. Sister Sean Peters, Vice Presi
dent of Academic Affairs and Dean, said
the College will likely do the same this
year. The nomination forms will be avail
able with pre-registration packets, in Peters’
office, the Registration office and at Stu
dent Services.
The award will be presented by a repre
sentative of the Sear-Roebuck Foundation.

It’s that time of year again. Students
who wish to be considered for financial aid
should begin preparing their Financial Aid
Forms (FAF).
The FAF determines a student’s finan
cial aid eligibility. The FAF asks numerous
questions about a student’s finances and,
depending upon their filing status, their
parents' finances as well.
After a student completes the FAF, they
mail it to the College Scholarship Service
(CSS) along with a required fee. The FAF
should be mailed to CSS no later that April
1. The deadline for Missouri Student Grant
consideration is April 30. Due the the mas
sive volume of FAF’s the service receives,
it’s a good idea to mail it as soon as possible.
CSS computes the submitted informa
tion and sends the results to the school or
schools the student requested they be sent.
The school then asks for additional infor
mation depending on the results of the FAF.
Certain documentation always needs to
be submitted to a school receiving an FAF.
Federal income tax returns and Financial
Aid Transcripts (FAT) usually are required.
A student must obtain an FAT from any
college or university they have attended.
The form documents financial aid a student
may have received.
Keep in mind, however, that other docu
mentation might be required.
After all documents are submitted to the
financial aid office and the FAF has been
received, the financial aid award is made.
The student has the option of accepting the
award or declining it. Awards usually con
sist of scholarships, grants and loans. The
entire process can take several months.
Students wishing to apply for financial
aid can pick up an FAF from the financial
aid office located in Ryan 410.

Announcements
Class Officers
Class officers for 1991 were elected
Nov. 28,1990. The new officers are: Karen
Sills, Freshman/Sophomore President; Cara
Struckoff, Vice President; Jason Blackwell,
Secretary; Matt Beckderdite, Treasurer.
Greg Rutherford, Sophomore/Junior Presi
dent; Jill Filler, Secretary; John Roberts,
Treasurer. Debbie Hindersmam, Junior/
Senior President; Tara Silver, Vice Presi
dent; Ann Calandra, Secretary; Dena Basler,
Treasurer.
Carla Tinoco, Director of Residential
Life and Student Activities, said the goals
of the new class officer system will be to
integrate transfer students into the College
community and to develop class traditions
through elected representation.

Business
A team from the College went to Baker’s
University on Feb. 7 to consider making the
Institute for Professional Development an
affiliate of the college. IPD is a consulting
firm that assists colleges in helping work
ing adults complete their college educa
tions.
By designing classes that would meet
once a week for four hours during an eight
week session, IPD classes allow working
adults to get a degree in the major of their
choice. IPD would advise these students,
but the students would still be graduates of
the College.
The College's catalog describes it as
making an effort to meet the needs of a wide
variety of students and says that the College
attempts to provide a satisfactory synthesis
of liberal and professional education.
“An IPD affiliated program seems to fit
both of these statements,” said Sister Sean
Peters, Vice President of Academic Affairs
and Dean. “The same quality control meas
ures that guarantee the quality of any pro
gram at Fontbonne will apply to these pro
grams as well.”
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Regional/National News

Conference Addresses Educators’ Concerns
ings in science and mathematics education
is the context for Project Kaleidoscope. The
Project Kaleidoscope National Colloquium
There is nationwide concern about the
increases public awareness of the crucial
diminishing number of college students
role liberal arts colleges and universitties
pursuing careers in science, as the demands
play in providing science and mathematics
for scientists have increased over the years.
education.
During a two-day conferenc e Feb. 4 and
Project Kaleidoscope's goal is to help
5, educators gathered in Washington D.C.
institutions identify science and mathemat
to join in the national effort to plan for
ics curriculums that will work for their
needed reforms in undergraduate science
programs. Among the principles identified
and mathematics education.
to g u ide
Sister
strong pro
J e a n e n e
grams are:
Yackey, Asso
investiga
ciate Professor
Now's the time to do something.
tive, handsof Biology and
on learning
Let's not study it anymore, let's not
Chairman of
experiences;
the Depart
waste any more money on studying
learning pro
ment of Natu
the problem. We know there's a prob
grams that
ral Sciences,
lem, what can we do to solve it?
are meaning
was one of
ful to stu
more than 6(X)
dents and
people who
faculty in a
attended the
personal
ways;
and
learning
that
occurs in a
national conference.
community
where
faculty
are
committed
to
Conference attendees focused on the
teaching
and
see
students
as
partners
in
the
causes of the decline in American scientific
learning process.
and technological literacy, the projected
“Now’s the time to do something. Let’s
shortage of educated scientists, mathemati
not
study it anymore, let’s not waste any
cians and engineers and the problems of
more
money on studying the problem. We
access minorities and women face upon at
know
there’s a problem, what can we do to
tempting to enter science and mathematics
solve
it?” Yackey said.
fields.
Project
Kaleidoscope urges faculty memThe concern over the nation’s shortcom-

By Uta Pener-Collins

WRITER’S READING SERIES

bers of small colleges to do research within
their schools and to encourage their studentstoparticipateinthatresearch, Yackey
said. This approach would enable faculty
and students to build groups that share
knowledge and experiences.
“Your chances of having contact with
the faculty and with the upper division stu
dents—juniors and seniors—are much
greater than you would have at a very large
university,”Yackey said.
However, Yackey also said because of
limitations in time and financial support, a
number of challenges lie ahead for small
colleges.
“It’s something we [at FC] have to look
at. Does this fit in our situation and how can
we adapt it?” Yackey said. “You can’t just
jump into it; you have to have people who
think this is a good idea and are willing to
work at it. It’s very labor-intensive and
that’s the problem. In science, particularly
hands-on science, it’s going to bea finan
cial issue because you need more ‘stuff,’
more equipment, more space.”
Yackey said she hopes the information
obtained at the national conference will
encourage participants to take an active role
in improving opportunities in the science
and mathematics educational areas.
“At least it showed an attempt to solve
the problem of not having enough people in
math and science; an attempt to make it
more interesting for people,” she said.

=

Carkeet Reads From “The Full Catastrophe”
By Hardy Pottinger
Novelist David Carkeet read from his
latest work, “The Full Catastrophe,” in the
Lewis Room of the Library Feb. 13. The
reading marks the third installment of the
English department’s continuing Writer’s
Reading Series.
“The Full Catastrophe,” which was cited
by the New York Times Book Review as a
“Notable Book of the Year” in 1990, is an
alternate selection of The Literary Guild
and has been optioned for film by Universal
Studios.
Dr. Jason Sommer, Associate Professor
of English, introduced Carkeet, citing his
many distinctions. They include the James
D. Phelan Award in Literature, given by the,
San Francisco Foundation in 1976 for an
early version of his book, “Double Nega
tive;” an Edgar nomination by the Mystery
Writers of America for the same book in the
first-novel category in 1981; an O. Henry
Award in 1982 for “The Greatest Slump of
All Time”—the short story out of which his
novel of the same title was to grow; and a
Fellowship in 1983 from the National
Endowment for the Arts.
Sommer said it was difficult to assign
Carkeet’s work to any particular genre.
“Perhaps the most unifying characteris
tic of his work is a profound interest in lan
guage, and how language works,” Sommer
said, concluding his introduction with,
“There are too many pigeon holes for this
particular pigeon."
“The Full Catastrophe” shares this con
cern with language—it is a comic novel
about the language of marriage. Carkeet
read three excerpts from its beginning, in
troducing Jeremy Cook, the linguist, from

whose point of view
the novel is narrated.
Cook’s job is to act
as a sort of marriage
counselor for Dan
and Beth Wilson.
This unusual situ
ation allows Carkeet
to closely examine
the meanings behind
the everyday lan
guage of a married
couple.
Carkeet begins
the novel with an epi
graph from Zorba the
Greek, which pro
vides an explanation
of its title. Asked as
to'whetherhe is mar
ried, Zorba replies,
“Amlnotaman.and
is not a man stupid?
I’m a man, so I’m
Novelist David Carkeet discusses linguistics and
married. Wife, chil
marriage with Dr. Jason Sommer, after the Feb. 13
dren , house—every
thing. The full catas
reading.
Photo Courtesy of FC Public Relations
trophe.”
to Dan’s cynical assides, to Beth’s biting
This is the novel’s central theme, that
honesty. Carkeet is definately one novelist
conflicting human nature is the root of all
you do not want to miss.
marriage problems. As Cook describes it,
The novel will appear in paperback from
"Women marry in order to have this over
Washington Square Press in May, along
whelming experience, this big,
with a new paperback edition of “Double
transforming...1/iin#. So you’ve bot a builtNegative.” A German edition also is sched
in conflict: women marry for the sake of a
uled for publication.
big change, and men marry so that things
Since 1973 Carkeet has taught linguis
will stay the same.”
tics and creative writing in the English
Carkeet’s reading style was wonderful,
department of the University of Missourias he dramaticly realized his fictional crea
St. Louis, where he holds the rank of profes
tions in voice. Each character had it’s own
distinct style—from Cook’s quiet reserve.
sor.

from colleges across America
• About 300 naked sophomores man
aged to dash across Princeton University’s
snow-covered campus a little before mid
night on Jan. 8. Two nights later, 21 Purdue
University students took a jog across their
campus.
The students were participating in the
traditional “Nude Olympics,” a rite of pas
sage that occurs with the first snowfall at
Princeton or at Purdue, on the coldest night
of the year.
“I don’t know if there’s any rational
explanation, but it was a hell of a lot of fun,”
explained Mike Kotin, president of Prince
ton’s sophomore class and a participant
Purdue administrators, fearful of inju
ries and lawsuits, formally banned the mass
streaking event in 1985.

• A majority of students at five out of
six colleges said salary was their number
one priority when choosing a job, a new
survey has found.
Most students - 63 percent of those asked
in the Coors Light College Survey released
Jan. 10 - said the most important factor in
deciding whether to take a job was salary.
Moreover, 74 percent of the students
expect to make between $20,000 and
$50,000 per year in their first job out of
college.
• Eighty-one percent of students sur
veyed plan to marry. Of those, 85 percent
plan to stay married.
• Fifty-five percent currently are in
volved in a serious relationship. Sixty-six
percent of the people in a relationship are
“very happy” with it
• Seventy-one percent of college males
would enter the military if the draft were
reinstated and they were called to serve.
• Seventy-nine percent of the students
are registered to vote and 64 percent voted
in the last presidential election.
• Fortner mayor, adulterer, cocaine
possessor and defeated city council candi
date Marion Barry now wants to become a
college teacher.
Barry’s supporters so far have managed
to get him a temporary teaching appoint
ment at the University of the District of
Columbia (UDC), though he has not been
cleared to teach yet.
“For the most part I am not opposed to
him teaching here. However, I have prob
lems with our paying him,” said Lisa Shaw,
president of UDC’s student government.
Some students worry that adding Barry
to the school’s faculty could do harm to the
school’s reputation, Shaw said.
The appointment, which would be for
the semester ending this May, must be
approved by the dean of college of liberal
arts, the vice president for academic affairs
and interim President Miles Mark Fisher
IV.
“The paperwork has not reached the
administration,” said UDC spokesman John
H. Britton. “Therefore, the university has
no comment.”
The UDC Faculty Senate voted over
whelmingly against the appointment say
ing Barry, who has an undergraduate de
gree in chemistry, is not qualified to teach.
Shaw thinks that Barry has “something
to share with all students.”
“He is a success story gone bad,” Shaw
said.
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Organization Adopts ! Theme Contest I
Charity For Full Year
Homecoming 1991 needs you!
By Uta Pemer-Collins
The Council for Exceptional Children
(CEC), an international organization of
which the College is a member, supported
Lutheran Family and Children’s Services
of Missouri by donating clothing, canned
goods and more than $ 100 during the recent
Christmas holiday.
The Lutheran Family and Children’s
Services was adopted by the CEC for the
1990-91 school year. CEC officers voted to
assist the organization this year, said CEC
President Ann Calandro.
“At the end of the school year, the CEC
donates $ 100 to some organization—some
times it’s an educational organization,
sometimes it’s just a needy organization,”
said Calandro.
The CEC made an additional effort to
supply the Lutheran Family and Children’s
Services with goods to help the organiza
tion during its busiest time of year.
Traditionally, CEC has helped an agency
with commodities and funding and moved
on to another project or agency. “Usually,
we just donate the money and that’s basi
cally it.” Calandro said. But she said the
group then asked, “Why not adopt the or
ganization and help them throughout the
year?”
The CEC responded to Lutheran Family
and Children ’ s Services by providing cloth
ing, toys, notebooks, and money for chil-

dren depending on the agency's help. Many
education and special education students
donated to the organization.
Lutheran Family and Children’s Serv
ices provides multiple services, including
temporary housing for families with chil
dren.
“The children of people who do not
have homes are what we call at-risk chil
dren,” Calando said. "At-risk children may
suffer educationally because of their envi
ronment and socioeconom ic conditions, and
more and more of these children are in spe
cial education programs."
In addition to providing special educa
tion programs for disadvantaged children,
CEC is committed to improving and ad
vancing the educational experiences for the
gifted and talented children as well.
“This organization, although it’s the
only educational organization on
Fontbonne’s campus, is open to everyone,
and no one knows that, especially since it’s
called the Council for Exceptional Chil
dren,” said Calandro, emphasizing the word
exceptional. “It’s not just for people in spe
cial education, it’s for all educators.”
Calandro, a junior in the Special Educa
tion Program, and other members of CEC
hope to continue the adoption of commu
nity agencies that benefit from its contribu
tions.
“I hope this will be a tradition that will go
on next year," she said.

Exchange Program Of >rs Unique Resourses
Would you like to go to school in Los
Angeles, Albany or Kansas City? The Sis
ters of St. Joseph Consortium Student
Exchange Program allows FC students to
become exchange students for a semester
or an academic year atany one of 12 member
colleges around the country.
If you don’t want to go across country
for an education, then check into the Col
lege’s inter-institutional program. Students
from FC can attend classes at participating
colleges. Credits earned are counted on
your FC transcript. Some area schools that
participate in the inter-institutional program
are Webster University, Lindenwood Col
lege and Maryville College.

Students must take 12 or more hours per
semester, and tuition must be paid to FC.
The course that is being taken at the coop
erating institution must not be offered at
FC during that semester and the host insti
tution must have room in the course.
Students do not pay additional tuition for
the inter-institutional course, unless it brings
their total credit hours over 18. However,
the host institution must be paid any fees for
labs and studio materials.
Any student interested in the exchange
program should contact Sister Sean Peters,
Vice President of Academic Affairs and
Dean, for mbre information at least one
semester before the planned exchange.

Adams
continued from page 1
attracting financial support.
Adams said he would like to see the Col
lege’s record-keeping efforts streamlined
and improved, specifically referring tocomputer programs. He describes the present
system as “cumbersome.”
Adams said that when setting financial
goals, one must look at the needs of the
College. In addition to capital needs-build
ing a new athletic complex, for examplethere also are operational needs.
Adams said he currently sees several
specific operational needs at the College.
One is to set aside a reasonable amount of
money for future endowments. The earn
ings from endowments could be used for
financial aid and scholarships.
Faculty compensation is another area of
need. According to Adams, faculty pay at
the College is below average among com
parable institutions, and he would like to
see salaries increased.
Adams’ final goal is to meet the Col
lege’s library resources and automation
needs. He said he doesn't believe the Col
lege is where it should be in terms of library

holdings. He also said he would like to see
the card catalog computerized and the li
brary become networked with some na
tional data bases.
Adams is quick to point out that all of
these things take money, and it is not his
role to prioritize needs; to decide how the
“pie” will be divided.
“My role is to go out and try to find those
dollars that will be the filling in the pie,”
said Adams.

Football
continued from page 1
At this time, Patton said the possibility of
a FC football team is only in the idea stage.
He said it is difficult to determine what will
happen. On the other hand, Patton said the
possibility of developing other sports pro
grams is being looked into as well.
Regardless of the sport, Patton said the
College is seriously considering an addi
tional sport. “We’re getting closer and
closer to some type of a commitment,” said
Patton.

Rule # 1 All entries must be in no later than
Mar. 1.
Rule #2 All entries become the property of the
SGA Homecoming Committee.
| Entries are to be turned in to Carla at Student Services. A [

I $25 CASH PRIZE WILL BE AWARDED TO THE PERSON WITH THE BEST ENTRY!
11 DEA
I

Winner will be notified one week after all entries are received. The decision of the
Committee is final. Questions? Contact Carla at Student Services or Karen Sills.
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CENSORSHIP IN THE MEDIA IS THE SAME BY ANY OTHER NAME
By Theresa M. Mozelewski
When the first U.S. aircraft took off
toward Iraq from Saudi Arabia we watched
and waited, not really knowing what to
expect. For the first 24 hours I was glued to
CNN, listening to the replayed tapes of the
three reporters who were in Baghdad when
the first bombs were dropped. I thought it
increadible that these reports were being
broadcast from the heart of enemy territory
at the start of a war.
The Persian Gulf War is a monumental
event in our lives. I was too young to re
member much about the Viet Nam War.
Sadly, the majority of what I know about it
comes from movies made within the last
five years, and it seemed from all the hype
those movies were the first that “told the
true story” about Viet Nam. Sitting in the
fourth floor lounge watching CNN at four in
the morning, I wondered how long it would
take for the true story to be told about this
war.
As time passed and information grew
scarce, CNN began broadcasting govern
ment approved “pool videos” which were
filmed well before Jan. 16. The footage
showed smiling service men and women
preparing for the altercation that seemed at
that time still avoidable.
One file footage piece that sticks in my
mind was of a young service man who was
filmed writing “For Debra” on a bomb that
was being loaded into a jet. What a loving
tribute to his girl back home. I know I’d feel
proud.
Slowly, the journalists withdrew from
Iraq, leaving a few diehard media hounds,
who yearned for the story. Peter Arnett, a
correspondent for CNN, is one of the last
remaining reporters given permission by
Iraqi officials to broadcast from Baghdad.
He reports on Iraqi morale and there have

been several man-on-the-street-type inter
views with Iraqi civilians. All of Arnett’s
work is preceded by some announcer warn
ing us that the reports have been approved
by Iraqi censors. This proclamation was
somehow supposed to taint the credibility
of the reports. We Americans can’t be
expected to believe the Iraqi propaganda
that the censors were handing Arnett.
Back on our side of the globe, reporters
and government officials were practically
coming to blows at official press confer
ences. Reporters asked questions, and gen
erals and other big wigs politely declined to
answer them. Another reporter would re
word the same
question, but the
speaker would
again refuse. This
time, a little less
politely. “It’s a
matter of secu
rity,’’ they’d say.
Well, that’s
understandable.
We are at war and
we can’t have
Saddam basing his
battle plans on
what he’s learned
from CNN. The
generals and big
wig types are only
doing their jobs.
The military has a
phrase for it - “a
need to know ba
sis.” We the pub
lic don't know
what we don't need
to know.
Butdoesn’tthat
mean those reports
are being censored

as well? Aren’t file tapes censored? Isn’t
that what a “pool video” means?
I spoke to a late night radio talkshow guy
from KMOX about this very issue. He said
American broadcasts did have a disclaimer
which stated they were approved by mili
tary censors as well. Sorry, I haven’t heard
it mentioned as frequently. Perhaps the
Americans should remind the public more
often that their news isn’t true news either.
It’s only fair.
The radio guy said it doesn’t have to be
fair. But if I’m going to get the news, I’d like
to know whose rose-colored glasses I’m
seeing it through.

Letters to the Editor
FUTURE FOOTBALL TEAM IS A BAD CALL
Dear Editor,
Fontbonne Football? Are we encourag
ing a well-rounded education or are we
trying to create Fontbonne “U?”
If we are truly trying to be a competitive
Catholic college, we need to attract the
finest competitive students. What scholar
athlete would come to a former all-women
college to play football?
We suggest that the school look for a
sport that exemplifies Fontbonne’s stan
dards and goals. Women’s soccer would be
an excellent choice.
What aboutother extra-curricular activi
ties that develop the well-rounded person?
Perhaps a college orchestra or jazz band?
And why are women ignored on a cam
pus that has been founded and nurtured by
women? Why are they overlooked in the
recruiting process?That is the last thing that
should happen at the College.
As a group we have been students at
Fontbonne collectively for five years and
have witnessed and doubted many changes.
As students of Fontbonne Theatre we are
very enthusiastic about our school and
committed to our work. We sincerely be
lieve we are an asset to the spirit of the
College. When we need new equipment,
supplies or to refurbish our facilities we are

The Fontbanner
welcomes letters to
the editor and
reserves the right to
edit them (for space
considerations). All
Meredith Hanley
letters must be
Dennis Moore
typewritten and
Rochelle White
include the author’s
Letters to the Editor
continues on page 6 name and signature.
Under certain
circumstances,
Correction
according to the dis
In the November issue of the cretion of the
Fontbanner, a source incorrectly editorial staff, the
stated the estimated cost of the
Fontbanner may
proposed student center and an
respect requests to
architects model of the center.
The total estimated cost of the have names omitted
center is $3.5 million. The cost of
at the time of
the model was $ 15,000. We regret
any confusion the incorrect publishing.
left to our own resources, but still a new
sports complex and student union is one of
theproductsof the Campaign for Fontbonne,
while the Fine Arts Department is over
looked.
Why can’t we make the existing extra
curricular activities better, rather than add
ing football, which brings along with it
extra expenses?

figures might have caused.

By Hardy Pottinger
Lately, the concept of loyalty has been
on my mind. Simple blood lines, ties of
family or tribe no longer define the bounds
of loyalty—the bounds of who’s life we
must view with respect, and those we are
allowed to despise.
Now things are so much more complex.
Allegiances are formed or are lost at the
drop of a diplomatic hat, or a missile.
Over a hundred thousand people across
the United States gathered recently in vari
ous cities to participate in the largest rally
for peace in the gulf to date. I went to the one
at Saint Louis University, with the idea that
it was a chance to show at least some Ameri
cans do not think like a pair of feuding
children.
The lines of alegiances were clearly
drawn that day. War protesters and supportors mingled together in a large crowd,
which stood in the open courtyard before
SLU’s main library. Banners stretched
across a makeshift stage, and signs pep
pered the crowd of mostly red faces, which
puffed clouds of steam into the air of a late
winter afternoon. The tension tightened as
each side paraded the words of their cause
before the other.
A blonde man wearing an old army trench
coat caught my attention—He resembled
my brother. But when he looked back at me,
I noticed his eyes were green, and his cheek
bones were stronger. My brother is a Navy
ROTC. He wants to become a fighter pilot.
He would never go to a peace march.
The man tried to hand me something,
saying, “Want a sign, dude?”
I hesitated—I had purposely not come
with a sign because I believe signs only
serve to simplify terribly complex issues. I
felt awkward with the big flimsy white
cardboard thing flapping in my hand. He
looked away and said, “Don’t take it if you
don’t want to.” For this recognition I was
both grateful and ashamed. Grateful that he
could see my discomfort, and at the same
time, ashamed of that discomfort.
With a shrug, I took the sign.
I couldn’t even read what it said. A
friend had to read it for me. In sloppy black
spraypaint was scrawled the simple ques
tion, “Bush is prolife?” My friend laughed,
a tiny, grim laugh.
A speaker on the stage, a veteran of the
Vietnam conflict, shouted above the voices
in the crowd, saying that he did not believe
force could be used as an effective tool to
solve any problem. Someone retorted, “So
what’s your solution?” The speaker paused
for a second, and then continued.
At one point a woman, posing a war
protestor, made her way to the podium.
When she made it, her awkward voice
echoed across the quad, “I don’t want to see
another Hitler make it to power.” There was
a moment of confusion, and then she was
ushered off the stage, amid cries of ”Let her
talk,” and “It’s a free country.”
There was a silent march after the rally,
in honor of all those who had already died in
the conflict. Protesters carried four coffins,
each draped with a flag of a country which
had suffered casualties—Iraq, Israel, Syria,
and the United States. We were asked by the
organizers of the march not to acknowledge
any of the pro-war supporters.
My God, I thought to myself, holding on
to my little illegible sign. What have we
gotten ourselves into?
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Letters to the Editor

By
The
Way

A PRESIDENTIAL LETTER TO COLLEGE STUDENTS OF AMERICA
Dear Editor

By Pam Jansen
When rushing between classes and
keeping up with homework gets too
hectic, I like to slip into Doerr Chapel
in Ryan Hall for a few moments of
quiet and meditation.
Recently, I was there on one of the
precious sunny days in January. The
amber glass in the windows amplified
the sun's light, painting the white carrara marble with gold. Sitting there I
wondered again about the 14 paint
ings that line the walls. At close range
1 could see that they were oil on can
vas and apparently quite old.
Searching through our archives
turned up correspondence from the
architect Albert B. Groves to Mother
Agnes Gonzaga Ryan. Letters dated
February, April and October of 1924
discuss the placcmentof the paintings
in the chapel.
Further information came from Sis
ter Jane Hasset, former President of
the College. Her uncle, while trave
ling in Italy in 1909, arranged for
shipment of the paintings to St Louis
when the College was still in the plan
ning stage.
In the paintings, Jesus doesn't wear
the red we see in most paintings, which
dramatizes his passion. Instead, the
artist chose to paint Jesus and Mary
wearing blue robes and pale- rose
colored undergarments, signifying pu
rity and controlled passion.
Some art students offered to look
at the paintings with me. They identi
fied the style as High Renaissance,
pointing out the exaggerated drama
of posing and facial expression in
tended for emotional impact. To fur
ther the idea, the artist manipulates
light to highlight the main characters,
leaving the others in shadow.
On Oct 15,1926, when.the Col
lege was dedicated, the school's pa
per, then named “The Font,” attrib
uted the unsigned paintings to an art
ist named Cagliari, orCagliardi. Prank
Ferrario, Assistant Professor of Art,
said that sometimes, a school of art
ists might take the name of a famous
artist for themselves or paint in the
style of that artist. Chairman of the
Art Department, Dr. Rudy Torrini,
pointed out that the paintings arc well
done and typical of the type of paint
ings imported to the United States at
the turn of the century.
The next time you dash through
Ryan Hall, stop for a few moments
and sit in the quiet of the chapel to
catch your breath. Look around at the
paintings, the marble altar, die pipes
of the organ and breathe in the linger
ing presence of all the FC people who
have prayed there for more than 64
years. You will be rewarded for these
moments of quiet in a renewed sense
of peace. And while you’re there,
pray for peace.
Sister Ruth Yates, Director ofCam
pus Ministry, has scheduled special
events during Lent For times, check
the Campus Ministry bulletin boards
in the Cafe, Ryan Hall and the first
floor of Medialie.

If armed men invaded a home in this
country, killed those in their way, stole
what they wanted and then announced the
house was now theirs—no-one would hesi
tate about what must be done.
And that is why we cannot hesitate about
what must be done halfway around the
world: in Kuwait.
There’s much in the modem world that is
subject to doubts or questions—washed in
shades of gray. But not the brutal aggres
sion of Saddam Hussein against a peaceful,
sovereign nation and its people. It&s black
and white. The facts are clear. The choice
unambiguous.
Right vs. wrong.
The terror Saddam Hussein has imposed
upon Kuwait violates every principle of
human decency. Listen to what Amnesty
International has documented. “Widespread
abuses of human rights have been perpe
trated by Iraqi forces...arbitrary arrest and
detention
without
trial
of
thousands... widespread torture...imposition
of the death penalty and the extrajudicial
execution of hundreds of unarmed civil
ians, including children.”
Including children. There’s no horror
that could make this a more obvious con
flict of good vs. evil, the man who used
chemical warfare on his own people—once
again including children—now oversees
public hangings of dissenters. And daily his
troops commit atrocities against Kuwaiti
citizens.
This brutality has reverberated through
out the entire world. If we do not follow the
dictates of our inner moral compass and
stand up for human life, then his lawless
ness will threaten the peace and democracy
of the emerging New World Order we now
see: this long-dreamed-of vision we’ve all
worked toward for so long.
A year after the joyous dawn of free
dom’s light in Eastern Europe, a dark evil
has descended in another part of the world.
But we have the chance—and we have the
obligation—to stop ruthless aggression.
I have been in war. I have known the
terror of combat. And I tell you this with all
my heart: I don’t want there to be war ever
again. I am determined to do absolutely
everything possible in the search for apeace-

ful resolution to this crisis—but only if the
peace is genuine, if it rests on principle, not
appeasement
But while we search for that answer, in
the Gulf young men and women are putting
their own lives on hold in order to stand for
peace in our world and for the essential
value of human life itself. Many are younger
than my own children. Your age, most of
them. Doing tough duty for something they
believe in.
Let me tell you about one of the soldiers
over there, S.F.C.
Terry Hatfield, a
young man from
Georgia. He sent
me a Christmas
card. And this is
what he wrote:
“Mr. president,
I just wanted you
to know my sol
diers and I are
ready to do what
ever mission you
decide. Freedom
as we know and
enjoy has been
taken away from
another country
cps
and must be re
stored. Although we are separated from
family, friends, loved ones, we will do what
must be done.. .We stand ready and wait
ing. God Bless you and the U.S.A.”
Terry understands the moral obligation
that has compelled our extraordinary multi
national coalition to make this stand in the
Gulf. To look this international terrorist
straight in the eye and say: no concessions.
To proclaim for now and the future: no
compromises. To bear witness by our pres
ence to the fact that aggression will not be
rewarded.
Terry waits thousand of miles from the
White House, yet we share the same
thoughts. We desperately want peace. But
we know that to reward aggression would
be to end the promise of our New World
Order. To reward aggression would be to
destroy the United Nation’s promise as an
international peacekeeper. To reward ag
gression would be to condone the acts of
those who would desecrate the promise of
human life itself.

And we will do none of this. There are
times in life when we confront values worth
fighting for. This is one such time.
Each day that passes means another day
for Iraq’s forces to dig deeper into their
stolen land. Another day Saddam Hussein
can work toward building his nuclear arse
nal and perfecting his chemical and biologi
cal weapons capability. Another day of
atrocities for Amnesty International to
document. Another day of international
outlaws, instead of international law.

OfCOV^ICANfM M.

I ask you to think about the economic
devastation that Saddam Hussein would
continue to wreak on the world’s emerging
democracies if he were in control of one
fifth of the world’s oil reserves. And to
reflect on the terrible threat that a Saddam
Hussein armed with weapons of mass de
struction already poses to human life and to
the future of all nations.
Together, as an American united against
these horrors, we can, with our coalition
partners, assure that this aggression is
stopped and the principles on which this
nation and the rest of the civilized world are
founded are preserved.
And so let us remember and support
Terry Hatfield, all our fine servicemen and
women, as they stand ready on the frontier
of freedom, willing to do their duty and do
it well. They deserve our complete and
enthusiastic support — and lasting grati
tude.

President George Bush

BUSH’S “NEW WORLD ORDER’’ USES TACTICS OF AN OLD WORLD
Dear Editor,
Enclosed is a response to President Bush’s
letter.
Dear Mr. President
In your recent letter to college students
and at your Jan. 10 press conference, you
used the phrase “a New Word Order” sev
eral times. We, the undersigned, do not
believe a New World Order can be achieved
by going to war. Deploring the use of force,
we urge you to pledge now to support the
following elements of a New World Order
after Saddam Hussein withdraws from
Kuwait
1. Strengthened U. N. Peacekeeping
Forces to insure the security of all nations in
the Middle East.
2. U. N. supervised reduction of all
armaments in the entire Mid-East region,
including the elimination of all nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons.
3. A special U. N. Arbitration Panel to
determine the merits of any claims Iraq has
against Kuwait.

4. A U. N. supervised election for the
people of Kuwait
5. A separate U. N. sponsored interna
tional conference on all Middle East prob
lems.
6. An impartial International Criminal
Court to try heads of state who violate
international law be initiating wars of ag
gression.
7. Initiation of a Helsinki-type process to
protect the human rights of all citizens
throughout the Middle East
8. Strengthening and restructuring the
United Nations to give it the authority and
funding it needs to insure world peace,
economic progress and a healthy global
environment.
We respectfully suggest, Mr. President,
that war is a tactic of the old world order—
not a New World Order. A true New World
Order, we maintain, should include stronger
U. N. Peacekeeping Forces, U. N. super
vised reductions of armaments, arbitration
panels, free elections, international peace
conferences, Helsinki-type processes to

protect human rights, impartial international
criminal courts, and a new and strengthened
United Nations.
None of the above elements should be
regarded by anyone as “unacceptable link
ages” or as rewards for Saddam Hussein’s
aggression. Instead of going to war, we
simply ask you, Mr. President, to spell out
your vision now of a New World Order.
And if that vision is bold and clear enough,
we believe it will unlock the door to peace
which has been shut tight by war.

World Federalist Association
Pax World Foundation
Campaign tor U. N. Reform
Fund for New Priorities
National Women’s Conference
Committee
Professional’s Coalition for Nu
clear Arms Control
Psychologists for Social Respon
sibility
Women for Meaningful Summits
Women Strike for Peace
Operation Real Security
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Profile Albitar Is Hopeful Of Kuwait’s Return To Power
By Corry Kessel
As a result of Saddam Hussein’s attack
on Kuwait in August, eight members of
senior Joseph Albitar’s family have been
unable to leave the country.
The Lebanese family’s restaurant is lo
cated in Kuwait, and Albi tar’s parents, three
brothers, sister-in-law, niece and nephew
have been restricted from returning to their
native Lebanon.
Unable to contact his family since July,
Albitar relies upon his knowledge of the
cultural characteristics of Kuwaiti citizens
to speculate about how his family-as well
as the Kuwaiti people-are surviving.
Because of Kuwait’s abundant oil re
sources, the country had, up until now, pro
vided its people with a relatively high stan
dard of living. Yet today, the citizens of
Kuwait are “living in misery, Albitar said.
“[They have] no food, lack security and
freedom, fear for their families, tomorrow,
and above all their lives,” he said.
Underground bomb shelters established
by the Kuwaiti government are located
throughout the country. Albitar said they
were “top of the line” shelters, including
emergency
food, water,
first- aid
66
equipment
and small
electricity
genera
tors—all of
which the
Iraqi sol
diers are
now “on top
of," he said.
The Mus
lim religion,
which “plays a big factor in the lives of the
Kuwaitis,” according to Albitar, provides
the Kuwaiti people spiritual strength, al
lowing them to have faith that “their gov-

emment is coming
back.” Albitar said the
Kuwaiti people are
grateful that other na
tions with different re
ligious traditions have
joined together to help
restore Kuwait
“Kuwaitis
are
hopeful that the Al
lied forces, which are
far greater than the
Iraqis, will continue
to fight for their
country/’Albitar said.
Albitar estimates
that the political and
economical restora
tion of Kuwait will
take approximately
three to five years.
“For a country to lose
its standing in the
Middle East, it would
take years, decades, ages. All we’ve been
through is seven months.”
In addition, he believes Kuwait's trials
will teach its people several lessons.
“First, they
will learn the
big lesson of
not giving
power to one
person, like
[the Iraqis] did
for Saddam.
They will be
more defen
sive of their
country, not
just
feeling
99
safe because
they
have
taken for granted [that] no one will attack
them.”
Albitar said he hoped the Kuwaiti people
will someday return to a feeling of nor

Kuwaitis are hopeful that
the Allied forces, which
are far greater than the
Iraqis, will continue to
fight for their country.

SPRING BREAK

A Southern Exposure,
A Distinctive Culture,
Brings Understanding
By Corry Kessel

malcy. “Kuwaiti people have always been
good to my family and me. I hope for the
people of Kuwait, that they can go back to
their country, families, land, businesses,
and most of all, safety. Kuwait has and will
always be a good country.”

’91 Day’s Dinner
FC’s 1991 graduating class met at
Candicci’s Restaurant Feb. 10 to celebrate
their rapidly approaching graduation. The
dinner is a College tradition that this year
marks 91 days until Commencement.
FC President Mene ve Dunham extended
her congratulations to the graduates, and
Sister Ruth Yates, Director of Campus
Ministry, blessed the evening with a prayer
of thanksgiving. Dr. Jean Wasko, senior
Class Moderator, toasted the accomplish
ments of the graduating class.

Best Parties, Best Prices
South Padre Island from $99,5-7 night package
Cancun, Mexico from $349, 7 night package

Includes: Hotel lodging, round trip air fare and transfers, free
cover charges at hottest night clubs, special discounts and resort
taxes, on-island tour directors, welcome and farewell party.

Is there more than one way for FC stu
dents to satisfy their spring fever than ex
posing themselves to the southern climate?
Sister Ruth Yates, Director of Campus
Minstry, says there is.
As coordinator of “Spring Break South
ern Exposure,” scheduled for March 20
through 26, Yates encourages FC students
to gain insight and a better understanding of
the distinctive culture of the deep south,
characterized by racism and poverty.
Okolona, Miss., located 30 miles south
of Tupelo, has a population of approxi
mately 3,500. The majority of its residents
are poverty-stricken, living withoutelectrical power or running water.
Yates said students will tutor Okolona
residents, assist them with homerepairs and
visit elderly members of the community.
As a means of establishing a working rela
tionship with Okolonacitzens, students will
live as a group in the rural communal set
ting,
By staying in acommunity where schools,
restaurants, cemeteries and public parks
separate white and black residents, Yates
said students will be confronted with the
fact that racism still dominates Northeas
tern Mississippi. Furthermore, by experi
encing the societal affects of poverty and
racism, students will better understand the
importance of their roles as members of
society and how their individual choices
and actions affect other people.
Students interested in participating are
encouraged to complete an application
form, available at the Campus Ministry
office. Interview sessions will be con
ducted with Student Services staff mem
bers. Deadline for acceptance is March 1.

This could have
been your
company’s name.
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Campus Beach Club: James 576-0868

PREGNANT?
LET US

HELP YOU.*

FREE IMMEDIA TE RESULTS
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“If an untimely pregnancy presents a personal crisis in your life...

*

Let us help you!"

FREE TEST — Can detect pregnancy 10 days after It begins!
Professional Counseling & Assistance. All Services Free & Confidential

Brentwood: 962-5300
Ballwin: 227-2266

Bridgeton: 227-8775
St Charles: 724-1200

Hampton South; 962-3653
Midtown: 946-4900

VINTAGE
VINYL
6362 DELMAR in U. City
ST. LOUIS’S FINEST
RECORD STORE
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Preview

“Pack Of Lies”

Notes

& Calendar

By Chris Stuckenschneider
Betrayal is the central theme of FC
Theatre’s upcoming production, “Pack of
Lies,” scheduled for March 1,2,3,8 and 9,
under the direction of Tim Steiner, commu
nications instructor.
Based on a true story, “Pack of Lies” was
originally a documentary drama produced
by Hugh Whitemore for British television.
It was so well received by the press and
public that Whitemore decided to “rework
the basic story into a longer, less restricted,
more fictionalized form.” The result of his
efforts is “Pack of Lies,” first presented on
the English stage in 1983. It had its Ameri
can premiere two years later in New York.
The play is set during the 1960s in the
suburban London home of Bob and Barbara
Senior Anne Sheahan and
Jackson and their teenage daughter, Julie.
sophomore Dennis Moore improves
They enjoy a pleasant, predictable life until
part of a warm-up excercise
they receive a phone call and visit from a
designed
by "Pack of Lies' director,
man who suspects their close friends, Peter
Tim
Steiner.
Steiner said the rehearsals
and Helen Kroger, of treason.
are “going well,' and that the cast is
Steiner said rehearsals are going well,
now working on accents.
and that the cast is now working on devel
Photo by Theresa M. Mozelewski
oping proper English accents. He called the
play a “compelling human drama which is
vious FC productions. Senior Rochelle
not a whodunit because from the beginning
White portrays Barbara Jackson. Her hus
we know whodunit
band, Bob, is played by freshman David
“The stage has been thrust forward to
Horstman. Their teenage daughter, Julie, is
create as little separation as possible be
portrayed by freshman Jenny Reynolds. The
tween the audience and the actors,” Steiner
Jackson’s next door neighbors, Helen and
said. To add to this feeling of closeness,
Peter Kroger, are played by senior Ann
Steiner said all of the play’s monologues
Sheahan and sophomore Dennis Moore.
are delivered from the audience.
Seniors John Hogenmiller and Theresa
While Steiner feels the “play has a lofrof
Mozelewski and freshman Zoft Clover por
talking in it—typical of English theater,” he
tray the British Intellegence agents. The
believes that the plot carries the show.
stage manager for the production is junior
“‘Pack of Lies’ is a play about what
Kelly Taylor.
happens when ordinary people get in
Performances will be in the FC theatre
volved in the affairs of state,” Steiner said.
and will run the first two weekends of
The eight-member cast is included FC
March, with curtain times at 8 p.m. For
students, many of whom have been in pre
reservations, call the Fine Arts office.

Eclectic Recital Captivates
By Edward J. Reggi
How often can one say they have heard
the sweet sharp sound of a hammer dulci
mer? Or have you ever seen a percussionist
bang, whack, click, and shake his instru
ments, all at the same time? Add a guitarist
to this extraordinary menagerie and you get
a distinctly new sound.
My ears were delighted to hear a
Fontbonne Department of Music Intermezzo
Recital, featuring Todd Ferris Mosby on
guitars, Joe Venegoni on the hammer
dulcimer and Henry Claude, percussionist.
Mosby, a music business major, has
composed original music for nationally
broadcast video arts programs. His credits
include Mind Over Television, Art In Per
spective. Double Helix’s Christmas Special
and Humansville Hearts. In addition to his
video achievements, he also has scored crea
tive pre-show music for the plays “Man
Travels with Coffin,” and “The Wizard of
Oz.”
Besides the College, he has studied
composition and arrangement at Skidmore
College's Jazz Institute and the Berklee
College of Music.
This noontime recital not only displayed
Mosby's talents, but those of the two other
accredited musicians. Venegoni is a three
time national instrumental award winner
for the hammer dulcimer. When not pre
forming with hisown eight-piece ensemble,
Triaxon, he records original music.
Claude, a graduate of Sl Louis Conser
vatory, has studied percussion with John
Kasica and Rick Holmes. He also has per-

formed as an associate member of the Sl
Louis Symphony, Opera Theatre of Sl Louis
and the Sl Louis Symphony Queeny Pops
Orchestra. Claude serves as dance accom
panist at Washington University, performs
with In Motion, the St. Louis Dancers, the
Nuclear Percussion Ensemble and as tim
panist with Ballet Orchestra of St. Louis.
Never hearing a hammer dulcimer sound
before, I was anxious to hear some of the
selections listed in the program. “Orient,”
my favorite piece, showcased the trio’s
ability. In this composition, Venegoni cap
tured the stylized oriental pluck-twang sound
with his dulcimer.
The skeleton for the piece consisted of a
rhythm featuring precise spurts of chimes,
bells, and wooden blocks provided by
Claude. Mosby enhanced the classic orien
tal rendition by adding his smooth guitar
undertones.
The energy inside the small, but wel
coming recital room grew after every selec
tion. Not only did each composition bring
an interesting new impression, but at times
it revealed the artists that compose such
original songs.
Some other songs that intrigued me were
“Southwest,” and “+2.” Both used lows,
highs and variations in intensity as the
melodic theme. The performance of “onesix,” the final composition of the perform
ance, demonstrated the strengths of each
individual instrument and player.
It is not hard to appreciate the harmony
of these three instrumentalists. The smooth
lively mood that they created entertained
and captivated me.
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Campus Events

Contests and Awards

Critical Global Issues Lecture Series

St. Catherine’s Medal

Discussion of current topics and
events
• Bioethics: The Future of Fetal
Tissue Research-March 6
• Thinking Globally/Actlng
Locally: Fontbonne Responds
to Critical Issues-April 3
Al programs are held in the Arnold
Memorial Center 11:30-12:30. For
more information, call862-3456x229.

Kappa Gamma Pi, the national
Catholic College Graduate Honor
Society, offers the St. Catherine
Medal to honor a sophomore or
junior student who represents the
high Ideals of a Catholic college
education. A student need not be
Catholic to be eligible. The recipient
is selected by the College's faculty
and classmates based on leadersip
and service to the Coiege. A student
must submit a self-nomination form;
two letters of support, one of which
must be written by an FC faculty or
staff member; and a typed essay
responding to the question,"How
do you manifest the qualities
represented by the St. Catherine's
Medal?" Self-nomination forms are
available in the Academic Dean's
Office, Ryan 202, and in Student
Services. Completed applications,
including supporting material, are
due in the Academic Dean's office
by March 11.

Charity Berti

Talent Show
7:00 p.m.
Dance
9:00 p.m.
Mar. 15, in the AMC
Art Gallery
Pointings by Cathleen McLaughlin

Feb. 17-March 18 (Reception, Feb.
17.3-5 p.m.)
GalleryHours

Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat,
Sun.

8a.m.-10p.m.
8a.m.-5p.m.
ll:30a.m.-3:30p.m.
2p.m.-10p.m.

Artistic Opportunities

Collage
The College's literary magazine Is
now accepting submissions of
student work: poetry, prose, essays,
potographs, sketches, etc. Deadline
is March 1. Leave submissions in the
mailroom, or on Dr. Jason Sommer's
door. Submissions should be typed
or camera ready, signed with a pen
name and accompanined withyour
real name in a sealed envelope,
marked with your pen name.
Campus Ministry
Lent‘91 Feb. 13 -Mar. 18
Sun.
10:30 Mass
Mon.
11:30 Prayer Service
Thurs.
12:30 Scripture Sharing
7:00 in Student Services
Wed.
4:30 Communion Service
Fri.
11:30 Mass
Note: All services are held In Doerr
Chapel. Those of all faiths are
welcome.
Upcoming events
March 1-3
Retreat
March 20-27 Spring Break Trip To
Okolona, Miss.

English Events
An Evening of Radio Theatre

Mar. 16-17, 7:30 p. m. Students
perform old radio scripts complete
with singing commercials and sound
effects.

Performing Arts
Chorus

Beginning Feb. 25, the Fontbonne
Chorus will meet on Monday,
Wednesday, and Fridays from 2.30
to 3:20p.m. Thechorus Isopentoall.
Men are especially needed. A widevariety of music Is performed. The
class can be taken for 1 credit or
for no credit. The chorus is trained
and directed by Dr. Alan
Pearlmutter. If interested, please
contact the Fine Arts office at
889-1425
Fontbonne Goes Broadway

A musical revue celebrating 50years
of Broadway. General admission-$2,
Students-$1. March 10,at2p.m.and
8 p.m.
Pack of Lies

Mar. 1-3
8p.m.
FineArts
Mar. 8-9
8 p.m.
Theatre
Adults-$4, Children, Students and
Seniors-$3, Groups (20 or more)-$2.

DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION HAVE AN
EVENT YOU’D LIKE TO SEE COVERED IN
THE FONTBANNER? LET US KNOW.
DEADLINE
FOR
“NOTES
AND
CALENDAR” IS THE 15TH OF EVERY
MONTH. ALSO, BE SURE TO ASK US
ABOUT OUR SPECIAL ON-CAMPUS
ADVERTISING RATES.
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Tague Works Toward Speaker Addresses
Concerns Over Safety
FC Honor Code
By Jennifer Godt

By Usa Orthwein

Known by most students as “Vanilla
Thunder,” Matt Tague, a senior theatre
major, has initiated a movement for an
honor code system at the College. Tague, a
transfer student from Westminster College,
noticed the lack of student integrity at the
College and decided to take action.
Tague informally surveyed the College
community and concluded that other stu
dents and some members of the faculty
shared his opinion. In the fall he brought his
concerns to the Student Government Asso
ciation, which in turn helped Tague form a
comm ittee to develop an honor code system
at the College.
Tague researched the honor codes of
several Missouri institutions, including
Washington University and Lindenwood
College. He discovered FC had the weakest
honor policy in the area.
With the aid of faculty and staff, Tague is
currently organizingaproposal that he hopes
will become a part of student and faculty
regulations.
Tague believes and honor code is an
equal responsibility of studentsand faculty.
“To be a credible school, Fontbonne needs
to incorporate an honor code system that
ensures the continuation of quality educa
tion,” said Tague. He feels that the admini-

On Jan. 28, the Student Government
Association sponsored a free presenta
tion on self-defense in the Arnold
Memorial Center.
Blake Travis was the guest speaker
from Citizens Against Crime, a safety
awareness organization that offers pro
grams on how people can protect them
selves against crime.
Travis distributed a pamphlet titled
“46 Tips For You To Stay Safe.” It
offered suggestions on how to keep safe
in various places, such as in the home or
car, and on how to use weapons safely.
Some of the ideas were general knowl
edge, but many were things the average
person might not think of.
Travis suggested that when one se
cures the home against criminals, it is
important to try and think as a criminal
would. One of the ways to prevent bur
glaries is to make the home difficult to
enter. For example, Travis suggested,
using high quality dead bolt locks, keep
shrubbery trimmed around points of
entry, and put bars or mesh around base
ment windows. And,ofcourse keepdoors
and windows locked at all times.
Ifyou are on the street, advisedTravis,
walk confidently and be aware of the
people around you. If someone asks for
directions, stay out of arms reach when
talking to them.
Citizens Against Crime recommends
that everyone carry a small sprayer bottle
of tear gas with them. Many types can be
attached to a key chain, so that they will
be inconspicuous. If you do buy tear gas,
Travis said to check for aclip to attach to
your belt or purse and a key release so
that it can be removed quickly from your

FAST FUNDRAISING

1000
Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Tague

Photo Courtesy of Beth Britt

stration must provide faculty and students
with a fair and concise method of dealing
with fraudulent behavior.
“Students who cheat not only deprive
themselves out of an education, they also
deny their fellow students a reputable
school,” said Tague.
Once Tague and his supporters present
their recommendation for an honor code
system, it will take a year for the policy to
become part of thestudentguidelines. Tague
said he hopes his efforts will preserve the
College’s reputation for producing welleducated and conscientious individuals.

A Montessori Preschool
Right on Fontbonne Campus
A Growing Place
Washington Hall
Full and Half Day Classes
Ages 2 -1/2 to 6
Call 863-9493 or 852-1685
Now Enrolling

This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1 800-932-0528 Ext. 50
College Rep to deliver “Student Rate”
subscription cards on campus. Good in
come, NO selling involved. Application
from: CAMPUS SERVICE, 1024 W.
Solar Dr. Phoenix, AZ 85201.

TelStar
Now Hiring

$6 per hour
Full time
Part time
Saturday

1p.m. to 9p.m.
5p.m. to 9:30p.m.
10a.m. to Close

Call for an appointment

394-5800

Traditional Karate Taught
By Scott Kovis

Plus a chance at $5000 more!

ATTENTION
SENIORS
JOB WORKS
A resume writing, interviewing, and net
working skills workshop is held every
first and third Wednesday, 11:30 a.m. in
the Student Services Conference Room
when school is in session. Evening JOB
WORKS scheduled upon request of 8
students.
GATEWAY TO CAREERS JOB
FAIR
Friday, March 8,1991 at Maryville Col
lege - All graduates between May 1990
and August 1991 looking for entry level
jobs are encouraged to attend.
TO PREREGISTER pay a $5 registra
tion fee and provide Ann Spiller with
three copies of an approved one page
resume by February 6 at 5 p.m. One of
these resumes will be placed in a resume
binder for pre-screening by employers.
LATE REGISTRATION $10 and late
entrance to Career Fair. No prior em
ployer screening.

key ring. Travis also said one should
make sure that the tear gas will incapaci
tate the criminal rather than just irritate
him and the owner should practice using
the tear gas and it should be tested regu
larly.
Safety can also be practiced when
you are in the car.
When you get to the car, always look
under and inside of it before entering.
Once you’re inside, lock all of the doors
immediately, and keep your purse and/
or wallet out of sight while driving.
Travis advised to make sure to park in
only well-lighted areas and to always
carry a “CALL POLICE” sign in the
glove compartment People tend to react
more to this type of sign rather than the
“SEND HELP” kind.
If you are confronted, there are still
ways to defeat your attacker. If you are
approached, scream and yell “FIRE” to
attract attention. If the person wants
money or jewelry, don’t resist-give it to
them immediately. Talk and act asser
tively, as if you are in control of the
situation.
During the presentation, Travis gave
a demonstration of the tear gas sprayer
that Citizens Against Crime offers for
sale, saying that a tear gas sprayer is
safer to keep in the home than a gun.
Patti Olsen, president of SGA, felt
that it was well worth the effort “It
taught me how to act in everyday situ
ations- to be aware that anyone can be a
victim of crime,” Olsen said.
Rebecca Coppedge, a sophomore, felt
that Travis did a good job getting his
point across. “Everyone is a possible
victim because most crimes are commit
ted in your house or car-the places you
generally feel the safest”

Although several different martial arts
styles and studios are available throughout
St. Louis, just one traditional style of karate
is present in the area. Only one ofabout four
true traditional styles in the world, Shoto
kan karate is taught in three local clubs. The
clubs are located at East Central College in
Union, Pattonville High School in Mary
land Heights, and a third, recently added
site at the College.
These Shotokan clubs are sanctioned by
the Japanese Karate Association. An inter
national organization providing a traditional
standard for it’s members to follow, the
JKA is the only one to be recognized by the
Japanese Ministry of Education.
Angel Calva, a native of Vera Cruz,
Mexico, is in charge of JKA in the St. Louis
region. He not only supervises the ECC and
Maryland Heights clubs, but is also the
chief instructor at the College club.
Calva brings vast international experi
ence with him to his role as the St. Louis
regional supervisor. He has studied various
types of martial arts for 20 years, 18 of
which have been spent in the traditional
Shotokan and Shitoryu disciplines. Begin-

ning at the age of ten, Calva trained in
Mexico for about ten years before moving
to the United States. He has also trained and
taught in Brazil and Chile.
Calva feels that the class he teaches is
comparable to an art form. “We’re trying to
teach a very traditional style. The difference
between our style and the style you might
find on television is that our style is like
classical music, where the other side is like
rock and roll,” he said. “It takes a longtime
to learn.”
Some area clubs, said Calva, promise
advancement toward a black belt in aspecific period of time. “In my class,” he stated,
“belts must be earned. We don’t teach ka
rate to make people feel good about them
selves by gaining levels.”
JKA Shotokan is a non-profit organiza
tion, teaching high level karate at a low
price so that anyone may join. The classes
are much less expensive than those at other
clubs, with fees used only to defray ex
penses.
Those interested are invited to visit class
with no obligation. Membership is avail
able by speaking with the instructor. Class
times are 7-8 p.m. on Monday and Thursday
and 10-11 a.m. on Saturdays at the College.

WATER FOUNTAIN
BLUES
Dear Ed,

In my residence halt there seem s
to be a number of lazy rural types
who cannot understand the use of
a water fountain. They, being
puzzled by Its appearance,
mistake It for a sink and use it for aH
manner of things such as brushing
their teeth, hawking excess
phlegm, and cleaning theirhands.
These rural types, even after being
informed of a water fountain's
correct use. and directed to the
bathroom 15 feet away, cannot
grasp that It Is not only repulsive to
spltin the fountain and leave large
gobs of toothpaste but unsanitary,
providing a pool for germs to fester
and infect the general floor
population. I am at a loss for what
to do Ed. please advise*.
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communal bathrooms. It’s a crying
shame to find that grown adults
don't know how to use a bathroom.
Remember how it was In elementary
school? The bathroom key attached
to that block of wood, and you only
were allowed 5 minutes, at best, to
return before the dogs came out
after you. Should we use that
procedure? Lets clean up our act.

CHEATING FEARS
Dear Ed,

I don’t know who else to go to. so
I asking for your help. I am aware of
some wide-spread cheating going
on in one of my classes. Many of
the students who sit in the back of
the classroom pass the answers
and talk during tests. I suspect that
the instructor is aware of this
problem also, buthe allows it to go
on. Who should I talk to about this?
I’m afraid to go to the teacher for
fear of my grade.

Disgusted

Not A Cheater

Dear Disgusted,

Dear Not A Cheater,

Gobbing Ho the fountain? YEEKI
This problem should be rather easy
to solve. I have personally talked
to Sharon Elfrink, Chairwoman of
Hall Council's Facility Committee.
She told me that she would look
Into to It. If this problem continues
you may try talking to your RA. You
might Just want to leave a note on
his/her door if you wish to remain
nameless. If you find that your RA
cannot remedy this tasteless act,
approach Carla Tinoco. The
content of this letter might have
seemed silly but It revealed a
serious Issue—the abuse of

Believe It or not, this currently Is
being discussed on campus. I have
overheard several students talking
to each other about this problem.
The fear Is that cheating Is
becoming widespread, if I were
you I would talk to Sister Sean
Peters, Vice President of Academic
Affairs and Dean. If you wont the
cheating to stop, you must tell
someone.otherwise it wifi continue.
Award erf advice toyou cheaters—
sooner or later you will find yourself
up against a brick wa? unable to
cheat your way out of the situation.
Stop cheating yourself.

Quoteline
What do you think about an FC football
team?
Photos and interviews byTheresa M. Mozelewski
Jason Blackwell

freshman
’Football can be a positive asset if the school is
looking to expand, but they should consider
whether we are capable of suporting someting
like that right now.'

Gina Crider

computer center
’Football will increase enrollment. Basketball
brings in students, so football should as well.'

Isttem to Ask Ed should be addressed to: Ask Ed; c/o Fontoonner; 6800Wydawn Stvd. St. toub.MO63105

Is The Job Market
Getting Tougher?
In the last six months, worries about
the recession encourage people to be better
prepared about entering the job market.
Ann Spiller, Director of Counseling,
encourages FC graduates to get their re
sume’s out early, maintain constant con
tact with her and to attend the Gateway to
Careers Job Fair. The fifth annual job fair,
on March 8, offers tremendous opportu
nities to graduates, with over 70 compa
nies pre-registered and many more are
expected to register. So far, one-fourth of
the College’s graduating class is regis
tered. There is still time to register, and it
is even possible to register at the door.
S pil ler also suggests that graduates keep
in contact with the companies with whom

they interviewed. For example, they
should write thank you notes to the com
pany or telephone them.
Spiller further informs graduates that
there are still some excellent entry-level
jobs available. The Veterans Administra
tion Internal Revenue Service was on
campus this past January and made a
commitment to a May graduate. They
expect to hire 20 additional students from
the SL Louis area in June.
Although the recession is painting a
grim picture for those new to the job
market, if graduates start early, remain in
contact with Spiller, and attend the job
fair in March, graduates can increase their
chances for potential interviews.

John LoCascio

sophomore
’I don't think it'll work considering the proportion
of guys to girls.'

Emily Aschinger

senior
’Because the majority of students are women,
the first priority should be another woman's
sport, like soccer.'

Jessica Westcott

sophomore
’It's a waste of money.'
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1 Portend
5 Twist
9 Uncooked
12 First man
13 Great Lake
14 Sudsy brew
15 Lures
17 Symbol for
tellurium
18 Seed container
19 Country of Asia
21 Lassos
23 Newspaperman
27 Exist
28 Follows orders
29 Armed conflict
31 Condensed
moisture
34 Hebrew month
35 Eat
37 Obtain

Questions

39 Concerning
40 Manuscripts:
abbr.
42 Mournful
44 Rent
46 As far as
48 Classified
50 Atmospheric
disturbance
53 Gasp for breath
54 That woman
55 Latin
conjunction
57 Chores
61 Native metal
62 Dinner course
64 Christmas carol
65 Goal
66 Deposits
67 Color
DOWN

1 Cudgel

By Cheryl Krystoff

CrOsswOrd
Puzzle
Collegiate
Crossword
2
3
4
5
6

Poem
Obstruct
Uses
Stupefy
Teutonic deity

7 Insect egg
8 Antlered animal
9 Knocked
10 Century plant
11 Marries
16 Ankle
20 Stitch
22 River in Siberia
23 Wander
24 Recedes
25 Hebrew letter
26 Tattered cloth
30 Soften in
temper
32 Gaelic
33 Unwanted plant
36 Cushion
38 Trying
41 Accumulated
43 Plunge
45 Near
47 Either
49 Strains for
breath
50 Footwear
51 Gull-like bird
52 Army meal
56 Pedal digit
58 Neither
59 Oolong
60 Crafty
63 Guido’s low
note

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 1991-92 FINANCIAL AID
Document and Deadline Checklist
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To be considered for financial aid based on need, you must be admitted to a degree
seeking program at the College. The following forms are required to complete your
application for financial aid:
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Drive Get’s Help From McDonalds
As part of the growing concern for the
people in St. Louis who are unable to afford
food, the Sl Louis Dietetic Technician
Committee of the St Louis Dietetic Asso
ciation, in cooperation with the College and
McDonald’s Corporation, will launch a food
drive to help replenish area food banks.
Dubbed the “Nutri-Sack Monthly Meal
Plan,” the food drive will feature monthly
menus and special bags in which partici
pants will place food items. To participate,
pick up a menu and a bag, shop for the food
and return the filled bag to the College. The
menus, bags and drop off area will be lo

cated on first floor Ryan. The drive is tenta
tively scheduled to begin in March.
The collected food will be donated to the
Community in Partnership food bank.
Community in partnership, a division of the
Salvation Army, is the only shelter for
homeless families in St. Louis County.
Bags and menus have been donated by
the McDonald’s Corporation as part of a
commitment to helping the community.
For more information, please contact Bob
Rosenfield through the Human Environ
mental Sciences Department, or call 3944208 after 6:00 p.m.

ADVERTISE
JN THE FqNtB/^R
AND GET YOUR MESSAGE HEARD

• Missouri Financial Aid Form
The 1991-92 FAFs are now available in
Ryan 310. The FAF should be completed
and sent to the College Scholarship Serv
ice by April 1. Missouri residents who fail
to have their FAFs received by CSS on or
before April 30 will lose eligibility for
Missouri Student Grants. While the FAF
is preferred, the Family Financial State
ment is also an acceptable form.
• A signed 1990 Federal IRS 1040,
1040A or 1040EZ
• for all student applicants and
• for the parents of dependent students.
Copies of the 1990 Federal tax forms
should be sent directly to the Financial Aid
Office.
• Financial Aid Transcripts from
other colleges
If you will be a first-time applicant for
need-based financial aid in 1991-92, fi
nancial aid transcripts must be requested
from all previously attended colleges or
universities even if you did not receive
financial aid. Also, if you attend 1991
summer school at another college or uni
versity—even one course with no finan
cial aid—you must request that a financial
aid transcript be sent to the College. This
is a federal requirement! Be sure to indi
cate dates of attendance.

• You must answer “yes” to item 30
on the FAF (results are then sent to the
Department of Education for Pell Grant
Consideration), you will receive a set of
forms titled “1991-92 Student Aid Re
port.” Upon receipt of these forms, please
bring them to the Financial Aid Office.

Some Tips on Completing the
Financial Aid Form

• Be sure to have the results sent to the
College. The proper FAF code number for
question 77 is 6216. Also, be sure to
indicate “resident type” (with parents, cam
pus housing, etc.) in this item.
• If you are a Missouri resident, be sure
to check item 78b and answer 79a to be
considered for a Missouri Student Grant.
• Your dependent/independent status
will be determined by accurate responses
in section 8, question 11-15. Please note
that this section has been expanded and
requires information going back four or
five years.
• The amounts listed under “1990 in
come” should agree with reported income
on your federal tax form(s). Complete the
1990 federal IRS Income Tax Retum(s)
first
• Above all, read the FAF instructions
carefully to avoid problems later.

• The College’s Financial Aid Office is
located in Ryan 310. The phone number is
889-1414.
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Juniors Hit 1,000 Points
By Theresa Chlipala
In only three years at the College, two
athletes were able to accomplish the goal of
reaching 1,000 points. Juniors Darrell
Haynes and Kimberly Kutis each achieved
this goal early in their third season with the
basketaball Griffins.
Haynes scored his 1,000th point during a
tough conference game against Blackbum
College on Dec. 1. He was presented the
game ball at the following home game by
Coach Lee McKinney. Haynes led the Grif
fins in rebounds during the 1989-90 season.
He also was named second team All-Con
ference in his freshman year.
Haynes is a junior majoring in English.
He has written and edited for the Fontban
ner and has had works published in Col lage,
Fontbonne’s literary magazine. Besides
playing basketball, he al so ran for thecrosscountry team during the fall.
Ironically, Kutis scored her 1,000th point
when the College hosted Blackbum Col
lege as well. After some initial nervous
ness about making the 1,000 mark, Kutis
hit a three-point shot in the second half for
apoint total of 1,002. The game was stopped
and McKinney handed Kutis the game ball.
Kutis is business managment major and
has made the athletic honor roll every year.
While pushing the volleyball team to a
conference title, Kutis was named second
team all-conference in vollevball. Her bas
ketball honors include: All-Tournament
team in Alabama and Indiana; two years
All-Conference; and two years All-District.
The Griffin’s basketball season ends Feb.
21-23 with the Post Season Tournament.

Sports Spotlight:
Juniors Kim Kutis and Darrell Haynes
practice some tree-throws. Kutis and
Haynes both have gained their 1,000
point goal with the Griffins.

By Theresa Chlipala
Basketball player, cross-country runner
andFontbonne Athletic Association (FAA)
President, Dena Basler does it all. Basler is
a junior double-majoring in marketing and
public relations and is an active part of the
College community.
Basler has been a starting center for the
FC’s women’s basketball team for two
years. During her sophomore year she was
named All-Conference. She also assisted
the team to a Conference Championship in
1989-90.
The women’s team is currently tied for
firs place t in the conference with Blackbum
College and Maryville College. “We’ve
had good games and bad games, but we are
a young team and all we can do is improve,”
Basler said.
Alongwithbeinga key basketball player,
she also has helped the women’s cross
country team in times of need. Basler was

Basler
an extra runner for the team last fall.
Playing sports is not all Basler does. As
president of FAA, she must make sure the
athletes at the College are kept up-to-date
about projects and events concerning them.

Intramural Season Kicks Off
As the semester kicked off so did the
intramural season. This season started with
“A Bang on the Bowling Alley.” Bowling
was the biggest turn-out of the year, with
many dorm students as well as commuters
attending the event More than 100 students
attended. Junior Maurice Billups not only
came, but conquered, winning the event
with a high game of 175.

The next event, “Card Night in the
Cafe,” was a big hit More than 50 students
filled the Cafe, playing spades, poker and
dealer’s choice games.
Upcoming events include indoor soccer,
co-ed volleyball and spring Olympics. Check
the intramural board by the Cafe for dates,
or stop by the intramural office in Student
Services for more information.

--------- Fontbanner Survey----------WED LIKE TO KNOW HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT SMOKING AT THE COLLEGE:

Are you a smoker?
□ yes
uno
If so, how much do you smoke a day?
□ one or two cigarettes

□ half a pack

[ ] one pack

□ more than a pack

Would you be in favor of and comply
with a non-smoking section in any
eating area?
□ yes
Dno

Would you be in favor of and comply
with a non-smoking policy in campus
buildings, except the residence halls?

□ yes
□ no
(if no, then why?)_______

(if no, then why?)______________ _________________

RESULTS WILL BE PRINTED IN THE
MARCH / APRIL FONTBANNER. PLEASE
RETURN COMPLETED SURVEYS TO THE
FONTBANNER MAILBOX, IN THE MAIL
ROOM, OR RYAN 414. THANKS!

